Murals
I love painting big.
I have been fortunate to create larger murals for Calgary Reads, Discovery House and I have an
upcoming commission with Big Plans for Little Kids planned.

Calgary Reads - The Reading Place
Stairwell
In Inglewood, Calgary there is a magical
little house called the Reading Place.
You can visit as long as your child takes
you.
Calgary Reads was inspired to create a place where your
imagination ignites and you can look forward to curling up in
your favourite spot to read a wonderful
book.
This space features my colourful spruce
forest.
All kids who visit get to take a book home
with them.

The Reading Place - Front Room
Once called the
Canada Room, this
space in the Reading
Place was created to
celebrate Canada’s
150 birthday
celebrations.
It is now hosting
Indigenous people’s
writings and it will shift again next
year.
The large mural that takes up the wall is meant to send you
wandering into the foothills of Alberta while the tiny spot for a child
under the stairs is a calming spot to snuggle in and read your
favourite book or take a forest nap.

The Artist in Residence Room at The Reading Place
People live at the Reading Place, in fact,
they sleep in the Artist in Residence
space.
This room is painted with spines of books, many
empty so you can dream up
what books you will read
while living in this space.
A globe, a bird house and a
nest full of eggs help you
stay comfy an snuggled up
to read the days away.

Discovery House
Discovery House is a safe
place for women and children
to live while getting support
leaving domestic violence.
As part of a Calgary Reads initiative I have begun
the process of incorporate fun reading spaces into
the location.
It is all part of invigorating the location with
creativity and joy and helping to inspire clients to
be more creative and incorporate reading into their
families lives. All the books in the “Not So
Itsy-bitsy, teeny-tiny, Little Free Library” are free.

